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From Aaron Skog, Executive Director of SWAN Services

Introduction
SWAN services will undergo an immediate change to its staffing composition and services arrangement
in March 2019.
The SWAN Board has asked for a review of the SWAN organization on how member needs and projects
are prioritized, managed, and shared. All SWAN staff support the membership; service to members is
pervasive in all work we do.
The Board has requested a review of departmental structure with increased emphasis in areas identified
through the strategic planning process:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

commitment to the patron (and staff) experience
increased consultation, training, and documentation
cross-functional collaboration (both within SWAN organization and throughout the membership
groups)
streamlined processes
commitment to data integrity and automated processes
ease of data reporting and access to actionable data
responsive/pro-active support
increased research and development

Following their fiduciary responsibilities, the Board has requested SWAN Management to evaluate
positions as they become available, ensuring strategic priorities are addressed in staffing decisions. The
SWAN salary and benefits budget for FY20 is funded at the FY19 level.
These priorities require creative solutions and a reallocation of staff to define more effective working
relationships both within SWAN and with our members. The success of this plan depends greatly on the
ability of SWAN staff to collaborate, work in an agile environment (assignments may shift based on
projects), mentor and nurture colleagues, and work toward the common goals of our consortium.
The following transition plan will be fully implemented by July 1, 2019. Job descriptions and
performance goals will be reviewed and documented before the end of FY19.

Vision
SWAN will be arranged into four service units:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Administration
Bibliographic Services
Information Technology and Support Services (IT)
User Experience
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SWAN Administration
Your team will be made up of…
•

Aaron Skog, Executive Director
o Dawne Tortorella, Assistant Director
o Ginny Blake, Office Manager
o Grant Halter, Data Analyst (part-time)
o Helen Pinder, Consultant - Resource Sharing

The addition of Grant Halter as Data Analyst will provide consortium-wide data analysis support to
SWAN Administration, highlighting trends and markers for efficiency and service. This position will not
be directly involved with membership support, but will help transform library data into a more
standardized process across the membership.
Helen Pinder as the Resource Sharing Consultant will work closely within SWAN Administration to
support processes and procedures to reconcile ILL and RB activity. Helen, Grant, and Dawne will
collaborate on analyzing SWAN resource sharing.
Aaron will oversee the implementation of the organization’s 5-year strategic plan through the SWAN
tactical plan. The tactical plan will be reviewed quarterly.
SWAN governance and quarterly meetings will be led by SWAN Administration. The Assistant Director
will continue to play a support role in SWAN Advisory and User Groups, which are led by specific service
units.

SWAN Bibliographic Services
Your team will be made up of…
•

Scott Brandwein, Bibliographic Services Manager
o Angela Puckett, Bibliographic Services Support Specialist
o Claudia Nickson, Bibliographic Services Consultant
o Diane Nickolaou, Bibliographic Services Support Specialist
o Mary Alice Buckley, Bibliographic Services Support Clerk (part-time)
o Samantha Dietel, Bibliographic Services Consultant
o Susan Stupar, Bibliographic Services Support Specialist

The Bibliographic Services team will continue to focus on high quality original cataloging, copy cataloging
and authority control on the SWAN database to ensure library materials in all formats are discoverable
and accessible to customers via online catalog. The SWAN Bibliographic Services Manager and
Bibliographic Services Member Consultants will be involved with planning, organizing and implementing
projects related to development, oversight, and enhancement of the bibliographic data and processes,
including acquisitions, cataloging, and serials.
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Membership support of library Symphony Acquisitions, EDI, automated bibliographic 9XX record
loading, and Symphony Serials will be supported through a coordinated effort between Bibliographic
Services and IT Services.
Cataloging Advisory, Acquisitions and Serials User groups will be led by Bibliographic Services.

SWAN Information Technology & Systems Support
Your team will be made up of…
•

Steven Schlewitt, Information Technology & Systems Support Manager
o David Pacin, Systems Administrator
o Ian Nosek, Systems Administrator
o Michael Szarmach, Systems Administrator
o Rudy Host, Systems Engineer
o Vickie Totton, Consultant - Systems & Support

The department will undergo a title change to Information Technology & Systems Support. The primary
responsibilities include:
•
•
•
•

Oversight of the Library Services Platform including scheduled processes, system availability,
upgrade scheduling, account creation/management, and configuration.
Oversight of maintenance, configuration, security, and support of the server and network
infrastructure.
Liaison between client support and internal library services expertise within SWAN.
Increased development of library platform solutions and tools.

The IT & Systems Support team will oversee the user data within the ILS, coordinating NCOA and record
purge updates, periodic user and circulation record changes, and 3rd party services interaction with the
Library Services Platform.
Technology and RFID user groups will be led by IT & Systems Support.

SWAN User Experience
Your team will be made up of…
•

Tara Wood, User Experience Manager
o Crystal Vela, Consultant – User Experience
o Lauren Levaggi, User Experience Specialist
o Robin Hofstetter, Consultant - Electronic Resources

This team is responsible for facilitating user experience design and implementing/managing experience
features on behalf of SWAN. Tara will lead a team consisting of web administration and internal support
roles, as well as member advisory and work groups, to form an effective user experience model for the
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organization. The goal is to support and assist end-users-- patrons and staff-- in use of SWAN services.
This includes interface design, training, outreach, and curriculum development, including web and
video-based instruction and support.
Circulation, Outreach, and Discovery & User Experience advisory groups will be led by User Experience.

SWAN Organization Chart
The organization has taken steps towards the staffing plan goal.
Below is the chart mid-last year.
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Our organization as of March 2019 will be structured in the following arrangement, fully implemented
for FY20.
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Background Information on the Position Changes
Goals of the FY20 Budget
The personnel budget was not increased, therefore unfilled positions will remain as such. No staff
benefits were changed within the FY20 budget. We expect to complete the annual review and merit
process in the same timeframe of June/July 2019. The strategic alignment of staff and positions will
enable continued merit increases based on performance.

Project Management
SWAN will undertake project management through the management team. Steven Schlewitt is
completing project management certification sponsored by SWAN. The Project Manager position will
remain unfilled.

Cross Functional Teams
SWAN will continue to assign cross-functional project teams for major projects, as well as continue and
enhance our internal working teams. These teams include: Acquisitions (including SirsiDynix Strategic
Partner), Analytics, API, and management working teams. A Consultants team will be added to facilitate
cross-departmental problem-solving and surfacing of priorities. Teams will have monthly formal meeting
times and will track topics/work within Asana.

Research & Development
To meet the needs of the organization and our SWAN membership, increased research, learning, and
development efforts are required. Design research, metadata, data analytics and visualization, and
application development - including open source represent areas we will be pursuing. This research and
development activity will inform projects and directions outlined in the SWAN Strategic Plan.
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